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TRAINING SESSION

Grouping Game Warm-Up

Ball Control

Dribbling

U5 to Senior

12 to  Players

Pinnies, balls, cones

Intensity: 

12:00 min

( x 00:00 min, 00:00 min rest)

Objective

Dribbling, ball mastery, and communication

Description

Players are divided into 3 or 4 teams using pinnies. Every player has a ball. Players dribble for 30-45 second

intervals performing different moves:Pull back w/sole.Roll over, Right to Left, Left to Right.V-Cut.Scissors.On

command, players group by:Numbers shouted by coach.Shapes on opposite side of field.Same color pinnies.Any

combination of the two (i.e. 3 in circles, colors in squares).

Key Points

Technical:Head up every couple of touches to see what's around.Smaller, more frequent touches.Surfaces -sole,

inside, outside, laces.Change of direction/pace.Deception  creativity.Communication and awareness when grouping.
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TRAINING SESSION

Gates Dribbling Progression

Ball Control

Dribbling

Individual attacking

U5 to Senior

 to  Players

Pinnies, balls, cones

Intensity: 

12:00 min

( x 00:00 min, 00:00 min rest)

Objective

Dribbling, ball mastery, field awareness

Description

Players divided into 3 or 4 teams using pinnies. Every player has a ball. Random gates are placed around the field

using two different colors. Players dribble freely performing moves from previous exercise. Coach holds on to one

cone of each color gate; when coach holds up a cone, players must dribble and/or perform a move at that color gate.

Move around coaches!PROGRESSIONS:Compete! As many gates as possible in 45 seconds.Defenders. One (or two) team(s)

can defend the gates by stealing or kicking other teams balls away.

Key Points

Technical:Head up to see the field every 2 or 3 touches.Smaller, more frequent touches.Timing the execution of a

move as players approach the defenders (gates).Change of direction.Change of speed upon beating defender

(gate).Tactical:Awareness to know when coach has raised a cone.Which gate is open to attack?Where is the space once

I have beaten my defender (gate)?Communication - can players help out other players? (i.e. what color cone, what

move are we performing, etc.)
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TRAINING SESSION

See Ya' to End Zones

Ball Control

Dribbling

Individual attacking

U5 to Senior

 to  Players

Pinnies, balls, cones

Intensity: 

15:00 min

( x 00:00 min, 00:00 min rest)

Objective

Dribbling, ball mastery, and ability to beat defenders in a 1v1 or 2v2 situation

Description

Players play 1v1, eventually progressing to 2v2 or even 3v3. Coach plays ball out closer to one of the two players,

and the players play 1v1 with the goal to stop the ball in the opponents' end zone. Once a goal has been scored, or

the ball goes out, coach yells "See ya!", and two new players step on.

Key Points

Technical:1st touch on the move.Attack defender's front foot.Timing the execution of the dribbling move as the

defender approaches.Deception  creativity.Change of direction.Change of pace.Tactical:Where is the space behind the

defender?Defender's rate of approach - over-committed, or standing off?In the 2v2 - where is covering defender;

dribbling to beat defender or open space for a pass?
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TRAINING SESSION

4 v 4 OR 5 v 5 without GKs

Individual attacking

Ball Control

Dribbling

U5 to Senior

 to  Players

Balls, pinnies, cones, goals

Intensity: 

20:00 min

( x 00:00 min, 00:00 min rest)

Objective

Apply dribbling skills and moves from previous three phases into a small sided game.

Description

Players split into two teams of equal numbers, either 4v4 or 5v5 depending on age and ability. Smaller numbers are

OK here in order to create opportunities for 1v1 attacking.

Key Points

Technical:Head up to see fieldSmaller, more frequent touches when in possession of the ballExecution of dribbling

moves under pressureTactical:Can players recognize when the 1v1 opportunity is on?Risk vs reward depending on

thirds of the field, as well as defensive coverAm I dribbling to beat my defender, or to create space for a pass or

shot
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